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Advanced Dungeons & Dragons (AD&D) greatly expanded upon the rules and settings of the original D&D game when it
was released in As such, this edition saw the publication of numerous books to assist players.

Some of the optional rules included the introduction of a point-based system to allow players to pick and
choose parts of classes to make their own class, and a more tactical combat system including attacks of
opportunity. It is the basis of a broader role-playing system designed around sided dice, called the d20 System.
Modifiers based on ability scores follow a standardized formula. Saving throws are reduced from five
categories based on forms of attack to three based on type of defense. The combat system is greatly expanded,
adopting into the core system most of the optional movement and combat system of the 2nd edition Players
Option: Combat and Tactics book. Third edition combat allows for a grid system, encouraging highly tactical
gameplay and facilitating the use of miniatures. New character options were introduced. The new sorcerer
class was introduced. The thief is renamed rogue, a term that 2nd edition uses to classify both the thief and
bard classes, and introduces prestige classes , which characters can only enter at higher character levels, and
only if they meet certain character-design prerequisites or fulfill certain in-game goals. Later products
included additional and supplementary rules subsystems such as "epic-level" options for characters above 20th
level, as well as a heavily revised treatment of psionics. Skills and the new system of feats are introduced
replacing non-weapon proficiencies, to allow players to further customize their characters. The d20 System is
presented under the Open Game License , which makes it an open source system for which authors can write
new games and game supplements without the need to develop a unique rules system and, more importantly,
without the need for direct approval from Wizards of the Coast. This revision was intentionally a small one
focusing on addressing common complaints about certain aspects of gameplay, hence the "half edition"
version number. The basic rules are fundamentally the same, and many monsters and items are compatible or
even unchanged between those editions. In December , the book Wizards Presents: Races and Classes , the
first preview of 4th Edition, was released. This was followed by a second book in January named Wizards
Presents: Slashdot reported anger from some players and retailers due to the financial investment in v3.
Changes in spells and other per-encounter resourcing, giving all classes a similar number of at-will,
per-encounter and per-day powers. Powers have a wide range of effects including inflicting status effects,
creating zones, and forced movement, making combat very tactical for all classes but essentially requiring use
of miniatures, reinforced by the use of squares to express distances. Attack rolls, skill checks and defense
values all get a bonus equal to one-half level, rounded down, rather than increasing at different rates
depending on class or skill point investment. Each skill is either trained providing a fixed bonus on skill
checks, and sometimes allowing more exotic uses for the skills or untrained, but in either case all characters
also receive a bonus to all skill rolls based on level. The system of prestige classes is replaced. Characters at
11th level choose a "paragon path", a specialty based on their class, which defines some of their new powers
through 20th level. At level 21, an "epic destiny" is chosen in a similar manner. Core rules extend to level 30
rather than level 20, bringing " epic level " play back into the core rules. Mechanically, 5th edition draws
heavily on prior editions, while introducing some new mechanics intended to simplify and streamline play.
Actions are now more dependent on checks made with the six core abilities with skills taking a more
supportive role. Skills, weapons, items, saving throws and other things that characters are trained in now all
use a single proficiency bonus that increases as character level increases. Multiple defense values have been
removed, returning to a single defense value of armor class and using more traditional saving throws. Saving
throws are reworked to be situational checks based on the six core abilities instead of generic d20 rolls. Feats
are now optional features that can be taken instead of ability score increases and are reworked to be occasional
major upgrades instead of frequent minor upgrades. The power system of 4th edition was replaced with more
traditional class features that are gained as characters level. Each spell-casting class uses a unique system to
cast their spells, with wizards and clerics using a slightly modified version of the spell preparation system of
previous editions. Healing Surges are replaced by Hit Dice, requiring a character to roll a hit die during a short
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rest instead of healing a flat rate of hit points. They published the humorously numbered HackMaster 4th
edition from until they lost their license. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. A particular challenge has been the word
dungeon , which in standard English means a single prison cell or oubliette originally located under a keep. In
Spanish-speaking countries, the animated series was translated in Hispanic America as Calabozos y Dragones
and in Spain as Dragones y Mazmorras calabozo and mazmorra have in all Spanish-speaking countries the
same meaning: This still brings great confusion amongst Spanish-speaking and Brazilian gamers about the
name of the game, since all Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese translations of the game kept the original
English title. In gaming jargon, however, a dungeon is not a single holding cell but rather a network of
underground passages or subterranea to be explored, such as a cave , ruins or catacombs. Some translations
conveyed this meaning well, e. Some translations used a false friend of "dungeon", even if it changed the
meaning of the title, such as the French Donjons et dragons Keeps and Dragons. Additionally, some
translations adopted the English word "dungeon" as a game term, leaving it untranslated in the text as well.
Chainmail was needed to conduct combat Retrieved August 10, Fantasy Role Playing Games. Retrieved June
26, Wizards of the Coast. Archived from the original on October 8, Retrieved August 20, Archived from the
original on October 3, Retrieved October 3, The Future of the Game". Dragon Magazine, , November, , p.
Retrieved February 12, Retrieved July 23, Wizards of the Coast Retrieved February 10,
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2: Monster Manual (1e) - Wizards of the Coast | AD&D 1st Ed. | Rules | AD&D 1st Ed. | www.enganchecub
AD&D First Edition: the Old Firm but personally the really interesting thing was the deluxe reprints of their Advanced
Dungeons and Dragons First Edition books. Nice paper, thick covers.

We have just finished the first section of the campaign T1. The Physical Books Let us start with the actual
physical volumes â€” they are, after all decades old. RupertG has bought about 20 copies of the various books
on eBay over the course of our campaign, and the same can be said of these. The vast majority of them have
held up extremely well. The paper is heavy and matte, which is less favoured these days but has held up nicely
and has coped well with the numerous notes and modifications in pencil, pen, highlighter, and even liquid
paper that has been added to many of the volumes. Some of the pages are a little ripped, but the combination
of age and many hands make that not unexpected. A note needs to be made here about the books that you will
find on eBay or other second hand retailers. It was very common for house rules to be written directly into the
books themselves. Little regard was given to keeping the books in pristine condition, and you will find notes
and jottings throughout the majority of the books available. The artâ€¦ is hilariously bad. Layout and Structure
Right away, the 1st Ed books do something correct that the 3. Basic touches like that mean that whilst the
book is only black and white, and fairly simple in terms of page structure no fancy text or decorations, just
basic headings etc , it is quite easy to read. Nevertheless, I am thankful for my dad having carefully
highlighted all headings and important bits, making them stand out a bit more. The structure of the PHB is
relatively sane: The DMG is particularly bad. What are some things every character needs? To Hit scores and
Saving Throws? And yet the award for worst structure goes to the arbitrary inclusion of useless appendices.
Want to know about psionics or the planes of existence? Too bad if you wanted your Saving Throws, though.
The books are usable. As a game, how does it play? The basics the stats, AC, saves, and so on are still used
over 30 years later. There was a lot that was done right. There are definitely some good things, and definitely
some bad. A lot of the spells are great. Fighters, at least at low levels, are actually good, especially with the
Unearthed Arcana Weapon Specialization rules. Our resident Fighter is enjoying this very much. The core is
simple, quick, and fun Combat is mostly fast and brutal. It can slow down if no-one can hit anyone, but this is
rarer than in some other games we have played. High damage and low hitpoints bring even large battles to a
close pretty quickly. Players get their turns quickly enough to maintain an interest, and a decent number of
dice get rolled. Add magic to the mix, and it gets downright cruel. In one session, a plate-armoured enemy
Fighter strode forwards to engage the party. One character cast Hold Person and another Heat Metal meaning
that he boiled alive in his armour without being able to move. Even though material components are still in 3.
The classic example is Fireball, which needs bat guano and sulphur: Coupled with insisting that your Magic
User or Cleric play out somatic and vocal components and you are in for a good time. Level titles are also
cute. Each level for each class has special title. Each case is dealt with separately. And then there are the
tablesâ€¦ So many tables! There are tables for everything! Some are just so painful and so useless as to be a
waste of paper, such as the giant table of hit adjustments for weapon vs armour type. It is almost as if they
assumed everyone was like them and played in massive conventions of people. Research by WotC led to the
more realistic 3. Basically there are a lot of things that just feel plain dated, and there are often clearer ways of
doing things, especially with having played more polished modern RPGs. So bad, in fact, that my dad
completely wrote the XP tables and heavily modified the spell ones, and many other changes besides. Balance
is almost non-existent. Negative ACs are difficult to justify. If the maths was better, you could cut own most
of the tables because there would be a sensible progression to things. Nevertheless, despite being annoying,
the maths issues are not the end of the world. You can work around a lot of the problems: Magic-Users can be
given bonus spells for high Intelligence like Clerics with high Wisdom. A lot of the other problems can just be
ignored when they crop up. Missing stuff we take for granted Skills. It is amazing how badly you miss them.
The rules for Thief abilities centre around percentages and are quite messy to deal with. And, as Thief abilities
are non-standard, apparently only Thieves can climb, and no-one can work out how to or if they can jump. The
rules for multi-classing are almost non-existent. The initiative rules are a bit hard to follow. The grapple rules
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are just like all other grapple rules in every RPG book ever ie: For some rules, you can stumble through them,
or ignore them as unimportant. For some, we had to give up and pull out the better-specified 2nd Edition
books as the rules are mostly compatible. While that is true, most rulebooks make the intention clear. I would
not advise handing the books to a player and having them read them. The DM and maybe one other player
should get familiar with the rules and then give everyone else a sane version. It assumes you take a very long
time to do anything: It assumes large party sizes. It assumes that your characters can die at basically any time.
This is a game where the dungeon ceilings will try to eat you. That should tell you enough. Conclusion It is
hard to deny that 1st Ed is dated and it feels it. Having said that though, it still both reads and plays okay. The
biggest problems is just trying to work out what the rules mean or intend, and once that is established you will
be mostly fine until the next curveball comes swinging byâ€¦. The DM has to do a lot of work simply to try
and understand the rules, make decisions, and then run the game. This puts even more pressure on the DM,
because to understand any of it you often have to read all of itâ€¦ and multiple times. I would sayâ€¦ only for
the experience of the nostalgia.
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another unearthed arcana book There is also Deities & Demigods and Fiend Folio but i can't find pdfs for them. Honestly
all you need is the players handbook, the first monster manual and the DMs guide and modules.

There were tons of books and finding rules for everything was sometimes a chore. Especially the options that
separated race and class, alignments, and finding all the monsters stats could send you through 30 books. Gary
Gygax saw fit to begin compiling all of the info into easy to search, themed books. It eased up on the default
classes for non-humans. It was still compatible and there was no rage. Armor class was essentially
representative of a bonus to the attacker. Unarmored targets gave a 10 point bonus, Heavily armored targets
gave less of a bonus, and super heavily armored or extremely agile targets could impose negatives to the attack
roll. Guidelines for creating dungeons, populating them, filling them with treasure, combat matrices for
characters and monsters, and wrapped all the stuff that seemed arbitrary in the MM and PHB up into a solid
RPG. A later print with the alternate cover. Players first create a character using the rules found in the PHB.
The Dungeon Master then inserts the characters as appropriate in his campaign, whether homemade or
manufactured world or a simple module or one shot adventure. Still through it all, TSR saw money come in.
When issues arose in the company between Gygax and two other board members, one of the board members
sold his stock to an ungrateful manager that Gygax had hired , and rather than ride a ship he thought would
sink, Gygax sold his stock to the rapacious she-bitch as well. This edition added a whole lot of modular rules
and fluff material. The core methodology of 1E was still in place, slightly more basic in scope. It also added a
huge amount of optional rules from Unearthed Arcana and the Survival Guide books. THAC0[ edit ] 2E took
the combat matrices and made them uniform in function. Every class or kit in the game falls under one of 4
categories, and each category has a different rate of improvement. Fighters, obviously, get the best rate, while
non-physical fighters get the worst. The statistic used to implement these categories was called THAC0.
Complete insert something here Handbooks[ edit ] There are a lot of people who want to play something
unique, detailed and some people who just want the various bits of fluff to help describe their characters. The
Complete Series Brown books detailed limited aspects of the 2E game rules, added optional rules, and player
kits to play specific versions of a class. Other resource books that used the same format followed, like the
Arms and Equipment guide, Of Ships and the Sea, and others. Box Sets[ edit ] Well, 1E had box sets as well,
but they really became prolific in 2E. The box sets offered new worlds, new developments in some worlds,
and fluff the likes of which are hard to match even today. Only the layout changed. Each box set would have
sheets with monsters specific to the setting in it, and "galleries" of NPCs and special monsters. They called the
binder the Monstrous Compendium, and they eventually released a second binder anyway. It was still much
cheaper than publishing books. Eventually TSR would listen to demand and release a basic Monstrous Manual
with the most common critters in it. After the cessation of the binder production, new printings of box sets
would have little paperback supplements to the monster manuals instead of the punched sheets. Most players
referred to them as Demons and Devils though, until the new names gained more proliferation in TSR branded
novels. Specifically, ones about a Balor and a Gary Stu munchk-assed Drow. At least two 2e supplements
Diablo: Unpleasantness on the part of the player was nixed. Half-orcs made a useless, underpowered return in
the Complete Book of Humanoids. A powerful and barely changed version of the assassin shows up in The
Scarlet Brotherhood. You also had Dungeon cards, Racial supplementals, etc. The goal of many of these
books was to increase the variety and help DMs create unique and interesting worlds using the examples
within as a starting point to make their own. Allow these at your own risk, DMs. Amongst the latter, the
Hardiness ability, usable by fighters, paladins, and rangers, allows those characters to delay more "unfair"
attack forms such as instant death, paralysis, energy drain and mind control spells briefly, and then to sleep off
the effects. Longevity and History[ edit ] The game had amazing product and lots of fluff. However the
business plan was pretty shit. The combination of high quality materials, low relative selling cost, the glut of
settings and material for them, the broken gameplay issues later on due to the no-playtesting policy, meant that
TSR basically wrote its own ticket to failure.
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Find great deals on eBay for AD&D 1st edition. Shop with confidence.

How To Choose Your Equipment. Choosing your equipment is not only fun, but can also mean the difference
between having a good adventure, and having one go sour. Even my own players fail to ask what equipment to
choose, which leads to a good chuckle from me sometimes. Often players will just choose a few items, and
leave out the most important things! This being the case most often with new players, I decided to write this
article to see if I could help a bit. My researches into theses subjects delved even further than that though,
since the information was so scattered, or non-existent! I even found myself perusing Dragon magazine
articles, the second edition books, which differ significantly I might add, particularly where encumbrance is
involve. I sifted through all this data with an eye on reality, before I even began to engage my calculator. I
found the bulk density of Gold, made some calculations, conferred with a fellow engineer, and started writing.
Specifically this had to do with the sizes, I used for small sacks, large sacks, and backpacks, and I found later
after my calculations had been done that my numbers tied in quite nicely with what little is stated in the
original books. The things I found have cleared up several gray areas in my own game, and I hope the data
contained herein will help some of you too! Your DM will nearly always allow you to be in a place to make
purchases from the various shops, and vendors. Before picking up your stuff, though, you should spend some
time gathering as much information as you can. Pay very close attention to this! Carry extra food too! As far
as monsters go, if you know you are going to meet lycanthropes, then adjust your equipment accordingly! Buy
Holy water, wolfs bane, silver weapons, or seek magical items, which you expect will affect the creature s in
question. You should always purchase a few healing potions at the very least! Besides, why should the cleric
or druid have to pay for all the healing potions? What if your cleric dies? Often benign information can come
from the strangest places! Being prepared will leave you with a lot less trouble and who knows might even
save your neck some time! You have to have a place to carry all those items, right? So to start with, the first
thing you have to consider is the strength of your character. In first edition, all weights and volumes are
combined together, and this is called encumbrance. Encumbrance is a major part of knowing how much
weight and volume your character, his mount, and items can carry. You must know how much you can carry,
before you can carry it! Strength is the prime requisite that helps determine how much you are allowed to lug
around. Weight allowance is always measured in gold pieces. Note that anytime weight is mentioned, you
keep in mind that 10 g. The strength chart shows basically that the higher your strength, the more you can
carry. Conversely, the weaker you are, the less you can carry. What is the normal amount? Well, for a fellow
with an average strength of , it references g. If you look at the bottom of pg. This person can barely move. The
number in the strength chart is to be added to or subtracted from the base g. For instance, a PC with 17
strength has a carrying capacity of g. Your backpack, how much it can contain, its appearance, special
features, and its material of construction become even more important when you become fully aware of the
effects of encumbrance. I searched extensively through the 1st edition rules and found nothing that gives the
amount a backpack can carry, its volume, or what its even comprised of! I kind of like this in a way, because
every backpack I ever saw was different anyway! In the case of a backpack for example, it may hold gold
pieces, but it is not overly full, and there is still space inside it. It might be on the point of ripping out the
seams! This being the case, in my game, a backpack will hold exactly g. Note that this number also includes
the volume, and that is important! However a person could carry a few potions, a small hand axe, pitons,
lantern, or other items that may not weigh much but are bulky, weigh little, or do take up quite a bit of space
without weighing much. He should be able to tell you exactly what you can put in your backpack. When you
design or purchase a backpack, consider its material of construction carefully. Technically, leather just gets a
better saving throw than cloth does. Take advantage of this. There are also many different types of leather,
such as alligator skin, cowhide, dragon hide, etc. Another consideration is what features the backpack has. For
instance, does it have external straps, hooks, or external pockets? Remember you need a place to put your
shield, crossbow, rope, etc, if you want to get to them quickly. In a melee, it can take anywhere from segments
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just to get into your backpack, and find what your looking for! Now imagine your crossbow buried beneath
potions, gold, bed-roll, extra clothes, or even tangled up in your rope! How much would your companions
laugh? Make sure to get information from your DM. Sorry I got a bit carried away, so now back to my
standard backpack. One last word about backpacks, what you put into one, a good thief, or sneaky old
hobgoblin can take out! Many veteran adventurers go out of their way to protect their belongings from others.
Special locks, protective spells, and many other means can be purchased if an imaginative fellow looks or asks
around. There are some other places where you can carry goods. I want to go over a few things first though to
set up a kind of basis for some basic items. Note that there might be some things you or your DM disagree
with. This is mentioned several places throughout the books. However no mention is made of how large, or
small a gold piece is! Gold weighs approximately pounds a cubic foot, in other words a block of gold 1 foot by
1 foot by 1 foot would weigh roughly lbs! That said, a small sack would be 8 in. This is as close as I could get
to the wide ranges of numbers in first edition while maintaining the size of the gold piece. To further clarify, if
one were to fill a bag to this extent it would be on the verge of ripping. Considering the density of pure gold,
remember that in medieval times there were very few pockets of pure gold and there were few methods of
removing the impurities, unlike there are today. For the record, based on the coin size above I say a small sack
will hold g. Following these figures, I have included a small list below of common items, their capacity in
pounds, and gold pieces, as well as the area of each. Again just because an item will hold the amount of
weight, does not mean it will fit inside it! For instance the weight of a quarterstaff is 2 g. I encourage you to
use your imagination.
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The Village with No Name is an AD&D 1st Edition Adventure for a party of 1st-to-3rd level adventurers. It is the ï¬•rst
instalment in a multi-part series of adventures. It can be played separately or as part of the larger series.

Bard is special, see below. Barbarian and Cavalier still exist, but as kits, which see below. They are presumed
as a part of the game line design. This is a huge change in the nature of adventures, too. This also affects
Bards, as in 2E, bards gain certain thief skills for being bards, and use the same points per level method as
thieves. The Character must be between 5th and 8th level as a fighter, then 4th and 7th as a thief, and then dual
class into Bard. This requires some insane stats, and extensive play. Bards will likewise have extensive thief
abilities, be competent fighters, and will not gain more HP for several levels due to the dual classing rules. The
thief skills are a subset, not the full range. Fighting ability is weaker than fighters. HP are comparable to
thieves. The original Bard class in Strategic Review was closer to the 2E bard than the 1E presentation, but the
details of ability were comparable to using the 1E bard as a core class. A kit has a set of requirements,
provides some bonus proficiencies, and occasionally, bonus special abilities. Many were somewhat extreme.
The equivalent role in 1E was filled by specialized subclasses presented in magazines, as exemplified by the
Cavalier The other 3 are in the Forgotten Realms Adventures rulebook. Illusionist is presented as a full-up
core class; the Forgotten Realms ones are full from the 3rd level on, and require core Magic User for levels A
few additional specialist classes appear in magazine articles. They differ from each other only in specific
spells and attribute requirements. There is no specific specialist spell lists, but every spell has specific school
attributions, and those schools are the basis for the specialist classes. All specialists spells are available to core
magic users. An additional variant class is presented in Tome of Magic, the Wild Mage. Clerics, Priests, and
Druids. In both games, both cleric and druid are presented as a core class. In 2E, both use Priest Spells. Clerics
have several spheres; druids have a specified set of spheres. Since the whole of the priestly spell list is
unavailable to core priests, this makes it more difficult to select what spells are available to a given priest
Psionics In 1E, psionics are in the core rules, in an appendix, relatively unchanged from their Original Edition
version in Eldritch Wizardy Supplement 3. The mechanics get reworked entirely, and while having
throwbacks to the older rules, they are quite different in execution. The use of proficiency-score checks, and
the methods of generating Psionic Points are very different. Lesser changes The specific modifiers for attack
rolls have changed. Specific entries for the XP earned by non-combat methods. Many monsters have changes,
sometimes extensive and substantial. Mode of play remains unchanged. The relationship of the Initial 3
classes Fighter, Mage, Cleric remain the same, and the Thief as well in relation to those. The Druid, Paladin,
and Ranger as well retain their core character. The general modes of advancement are the same, even tho the
specific methods of earning XP have been expanded, and the XP tables are close tho not always identical. The
basic mode for magic is still the same, and is still spells per day. The save categories remain unchanged. The
unique monsters - illithids, rust monsters, beholders, and several others are the same as ever in general terms,
even if some specifics vary. Bottom Line 2E is a different game from 1E, but shares much of the heritage.
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AD&D 2nd Edition was published in In , a new system was released as Dungeons & Dragons 3rd edition; a revised
version was released in June

No more searching through stacks of books and magazines to find out what you need to know. All
recommended character classes: Fighters, Paladins, Rangers, Magic-Users, and more. Equipment lists with
costs. Spell listings by level and descriptions of effects including many new spells! As a dungeon adventurer
or Dungeon Master, you will find the contents of this book to be what you have been waiting for. All useful
material is now compiled under one cover, especially for players! Note about the Print edition: Most people
agree that the later image is more professional, but much less memorable. About the Other Illustrations. The
illustrations by Dave Trampier and David C. Sutherland III feel relatively scant, especially when compared to
the illustrations in the Monster Manual There is no apostrophe in the title of the original Players Handbook.
Its usage was considered confusing and graphically unattractive, and so none of the 1st edition 1e books had
apostrophes in their titles. All is not lost, however, for there is a small but determined underground seeking to
restore the lost mark to its proper place. However, by the time that Supplement III: Eldritch Wizardry was
published, TSR had already decided that the system â€” which now spanned a half dozen books and several
newsletters â€” needed to be unified and cleaned up. Eric Holmes, but it was just an introductory book,
intended to shepherd new players through the first three levels of play. The Players Handbook appeared in 17
different printings from to Most printings involved very minor variations. In the modern day, the 1e Players
Handbook has been reprinted twice more â€” once in a miniature collectible edition produced under license by
Twenty First Century Games , and once in a deluxe limited edition produced by Wizards of the Coast to
support the Gygax memorial fund. The edition featured reset text. A Different Sort of Players Handbook. That
means that it explains abilities, races, classes, spells, and psionics, plus a few other bobs and bits. The
Dungeon Masters Guide has that! Similarly, there are no rules for combat or even saving throws! Instead the
player only got summaries of what the rules systems were like â€” not the actual systems! What a Difference
an Edition Makes: He was very clear in saying this: Gygax took extreme umbrage of this claim in Dragon 22
February , stating: Berg took the time to write on a subject of which he obviously knew so little. Gygax
explained many of his new goals in articles in Dragon 26 June and Dragon 28 August Gygax believed that a
more structured game would better appeal to a large audience made up of "wargamers, game hobbyists,
science fiction and fantasy fans, those who have never read fantasy fiction or played strategy games, young
and old, male and female. Everything is much more specific and much better described. The Monster Manual
had already made this obvious with its monster descriptions, which were longer and had much more statistics.
In the Players Handbook the spell listings which took up half the book! Eldritch Wizardry Fighter: The
Strategic Review 4 Winter Thief: Blackmoor The bard class which appears in an appendix was a bit more of
an innovation; though a bard had previously appeared in The Strategic Review vol. Now the list of
demihumans was doubled, with half-elves from Supplement I: Greyhawk , gnomes from Supplement II:
Blackmoor and the totally new half-orcs. Beyond that, there were numerous small changes, such as: Players
Handbook was a small production from a small company and it had a fair number of errors in it. Dragon
Magazine 35 March lists many of them, but surprisingly most of those errors were never fixed in later editions
of the actual book. The funniest error in the book is probably the listing of the class title for fifth level clerics
as "perfects" â€” which was presumably a typo for "prefects". The most far-reaching error in the Players
Handbook, according to Frank Mentzer in Dragon 70 February , was the idea that falling damage was just 1d6
for every ten feet fallen. Gygax only realized the mistake while producing the thief-acrobat class for Dragon
69 January More errors appeared with the publication of the Dungeon Masters Guide Because so much time
elapsed between the two publications, they ended up being out of sync with each other. The most notable
change was probably that the monk went from using the thief attack table in the PHB to the the cleric attack
table in the DMG, however there were other discrepancies between the books. Expanding the Outer Planes.
Players Handbook reprints the Dragon planes in largely the same form. There are 25 total, including the prime,
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positive, and negative material planes, four elemental planes, the ethereal plane, the astral plane, and 16 outer
planes. The Great Wheel was born! This wait between the books does not appear to have been planned. At one
time, Gygax was talking about both books appearing in summer of This suggests that the intent was to have
no gap â€¦ let alone a gap of 14 months! The problem was in part caused by Gygax needing a break after the
complex ruleswork of the Players Handbook; he wrote the "D" adventures as a break before moving on to the
Dungeon Masters Guide. Please feel free to mail corrections, comments, and additions to shannon. Thanks to
the Acaeum for careful research on Players Handbook printings. Customers Who Bought this Title also
Purchased.
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Although I mostly play 3rd edition these days, I spent decades playing 1st edition and I still refer back to it when I can't
find what I want in the books. Thank you for making this available - it will get lots of use, I promise you!

And a Whole Lot More! This excellent tome is a must for every Dungeon Master! Note about the Print
edition: It was published in August Players wanting more information on this legendary locale would need to
wait a few decades for the release of ALQ4: This cover was later replaced with a Jeff Easley illustration of a
dangerous-looking dungeon master. Like the Players Handbook before it, the Dungeon Masters Guide
purposefully eschewed its apostrophe. About the Other Illustrations. La Force, and Erol Otus. TSR records 14
official printings of the original Dungeon Masters Guide, but the Acaeum web site notes more, in part because
variant versions were sometimes hand-assembled at TSR. The first printing of the Dungeon Masters Guide
had a big problem: The sixth printing â€” published just four months later, in December â€” brought the first
large-scale change to the book. It incorporated extensive errata from Dragon 35 March and even added two
appendices: This and all later printings were labeled as a "Revised Edition". The Players Handbook included
information on abilities, classes, and races, but the Dungeon Masters Guide contained many of the actual rules
for those game elements. If you wanted to know how to roll your characteristics, how to turn undead, how to
hit a monster, or how to save a throw, those rules were here! This split resulted in a somewhat unusual
organization for the Dungeon Masters Guide. Only after that did the Dungeon Masters Guide fully embrace
the dungeon mastering side of the game, with rules for combat and discussions of adventures, NPCs, and other
favorites like magic items. The result is a real mish-mash that feels more like a random assortment of articles
than a coherent rule book. What a Difference an Edition Makes. They revised the rules to improve specificity
and increase details without fundamentally changing the game systems. To a large extent, the Dungeon
Masters Guide is more of the same, with its emphasis on updating characters, combat, experience, and magic
items. However, there are some notable changes in these systems. This is the result of changes to the ability
score generation method. Combat is expanded to over 20 pages! A segmented combat system helps spells to
better interweave with melee. Everything is detailed with unusual one-off rules. Adjustments for pursuit and
evasion based on party size? Special AC rules for unhelmeted characters? Organizational suggestions for
monsters? Intoxication effects and recovery? Infravision that causes the eyes to glow bright red? One of the
most impressive parts of the Dungeon Masters Guide is its set of appendices. There are sixteen total, though
the last two were only added with the fourth printing of the book. A few of the appendices are worth additional
comment: Appendix N, the "inspirational and educational reading" list, is the most famous of the appendices.
Of course, some of these sources have since gone out of favor. This caused Arneson to file a lawsuit in , which
was settled in March Please feel free to mail corrections, comments, and additions to shannon. Customers
Who Bought this Title also Purchased.
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8: 1E AD&D 1E Players Handbook In PDF
For Wizards of the Coast to bring back the 1st edition core books of Advanced D&D is a great moment. To do this in
honor of its creator the late E. Gary Gygax (E.G.G.) is amazing and much appreciated.

The cube farm got ya down? Well, open up the Players Handbook and turn yourself into a wizard or assassin!
Come on, grow a pair! A pair of pointy ears and become an elf! How far you took that fun and ran with it was
entirely up to you. The Players Handbook was the book the players used to create their characters in
preparation for the game. Honestly, I had just as much fun creating characters as I did in playing the actual
game. You were giving birth to potential, creating an alternate you! How exciting is that?! Character creation
usually started with the player picking what class profession and race they wanted to be. Because orcs are
generally evil beings, it was assumed that the half-orc was the result of orc-on-human rape, to put it bluntly.
Some people really cared about race. The problem with halflings and most non-human races was that there
was a limit to how far they could advance in level, which was the measuring stick for the experience,
knowledge and skill you obtained while adventuring. These ethnic limitations could be seen as racist, quite
frankly. Seriously though, I never really did understand why they put a cap on it. If any players know, please
fill me in. The other main character factor, and usually more important to players than race, was what class
you wanted to be. Holy hell did I love this part of the game! I played with older kids, who knew what they
were doing. They got to play the difficult and fun classes, like the wizards and thieves. I played the simple
ones, the warriors and priests. The warriors hacked and slashed the monsters with weapons. The priests
generally sat back and healed the wounded. Later I got to play a paladin, a noble knight with the power to
heal. This character is the ultimate in angelic goodness. To be a paladin you really have to want to stand high
on that pedestal of moral incorruptibility. It was a full-time crusade against the demons and devils of the
underworld as well as the evil-doers blighting the earth. The assassin and monk classes were late-comers to
the game. They were also early-exiters. I guess TSR figured the thief class was besmirching their good name
enough already. Look at that happy, shirtless thief! If it said "" above that door it would totally remind me of
my days living in LA! I think the monk got the can, because his skills unbalanced the game. He was not a holy
man, but rather styled more like the fighting Shaolin monks. It was all about the martial arts with these monks.
They could mess monsters up six ways to Sunday. One more class before we move on! The bard was a
combination of fighter, thief, and druid nature-based spell caster who played an instrument with magical
affect. This jack-of-all-trades-master-of-none was such a ridiculous hodge-podge of a character that some
dungeon masters the game referee refused to allow it in the game. The less said about the bard, the better.
Most people chose a class suitable to their skill scores, aka ability scores. What the hell am I talking about?
Well now, this is the really fun Each character has a set of abilities: These were the physical and mental make
up of your character. The ability score was determined by a random roll of dice. With six categories to roll for,
seldom did you end up with an across-the-board killer character. A lot of ability score fudging went on. We
only played together the one time. I mean come on, I understand getting a little creative or allowing the
occasional do-over, but this kid had basically plugged in his NES Game Genie, beat the game on invincibility
mode and tried to pass it off as pure skill. The Players Handbook had all that covered with prices included. Oh
yeah, you had to pay for this shit, my friend. Honestly, who needs to know the speed factor of a club or how
much space is needed to wield a fauchard-forkâ€¦and what the hell is a fauchard-fork anyway? Some players
gobbled up such roleplaying minutia. Incorporating that crap slowed the game down considerably. Half of this
book is just about spells. Pages and pages are filled with full and fun descriptions on the different kinds, what
they do, how to cast them, and sometimes what you needed to cast them. That last one might seem a little
sinister, but boy did it come in handy when your pals went down. My favorite instance of creative spell use
came from my cousin Jeremiah, who was quite young at the time. I had to allow it, I mean, the kid came up
with a such great and fun idea, of course I was going to make it work. Miah was playing with his older cousins
just like me back in my early days and was often ignored, making his input minimal, so this was probably his
most proud moment. The Players Handbook was absolutely indispensable if you wanted to play the game. All
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the same, it could sometimes be more practical than engrossing. For instance, it seemed to have endless lists,
tables and charts. Btw, the going rate was three copper coins. Granted, the game might not hinge on the rise
and fall of the fowl market, but such details definitely added more depth to the layers of imagination
Dungeons and Dragons could potentially suck you into The artwork within varied in quality, but that
Caravaggio-esque cover - with one of the most realistic depictions of the dungeon crawl in action - kicked
many kinds of ass!
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9: A Modern Day 1st Edition AD&D Review | Dice of Doom
An updated version of D&D was released between and as Advanced Dungeons & Dragons (AD&D).The game rules
were reorganized and re-codified across three hardcover rulebooks, compiled by Gary Gygax, incorporating the original
D&D rules and many additions and revisions from supplements and magazine articles.

An encyclopedic collection of information certain to be of invaluable use to players and Dungeon Masters
alike, the Monster Manual comes complete with game specifications, background details and, in many cases,
an illustration in addition! Note about the Print edition: It was published in December The technically simple
cover by David C. Gygax carefully sought out "stitched binding and school-book cover material" so that the
book would be as "nearly indestructible" as possible. About the Other Illustrations. The production of the
Monster Manual was also notable for its illustrations â€” mainly the fact that there are a lot of them. Out of
over monsters, about have illustrations, which marked another major milestone in the roleplaying industry.
Many of these pictures are classics, from the iconic dragon and giant illustrations to the definitive owlbear.
However, the lynx picture seems to be the best remembered, perhaps because it was a mini-cartoon. The last
monster we talked to ate half of the party! One non-monster picture is also of note: The interior illustrations of
the Monster Manual are by David C. A History of Monster Manuals. They even advertised it in The Dragon 9
September , saying that it was "an illustrated guide to over monsters! Up to that point, artwork was still being
added and errata was still being incorporated. Two nostalgic editions have been released in more recent years:
There have also been foreign editions of the Monster Manual, the most notable of which was a trio of UK
editions ? What a Difference an Edition Makes. However it did give insight into its philosophies. In contrast
the Monster Manual provides an extensive stats block for each monster frequency, no. For one, there are only
five alignments chaotic good, chaotic evil, neutral, lawful good, and lawful evil. The most notable omission in
the Monster Manual is the absence of experience point numbers for the monsters! GMs would have to wait
almost two years, for the release of the Dungeon Masters Guide to learn what these beasts were worth! The
most notable additions are certainly the devils. Though demons had debuted in Supplement III: Eldritch
Wizardry , this was the first appearance of their arch-enemies â€” from Asmodeus through the lemures. Many
other creatures made their first appearance as well, including mimics, otyughs, troglydytes, xorn, and tons of
dinosaurs. The fixes were then incorporated into the next few printings of the book, with most in place by the
fourth printing The plan was to have the series done by the early summer of However he notes a few authors
who created additional monsters: Please feel free to mail corrections, comments, and additions to shannon.
Thanks to the Acaeum for careful research on Monster Manual printings. Customers Who Bought this Title
also Purchased.
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